English at Grove Park

English through Literature
Literature has enormous potential; it can enable children to experience a
range of emotions safely and vicariously, promote understanding of the
human condition…. It can be a source of reflection on universal themes of
courage, love, sacrifice and compassion – Gamble



Literature has the power to motivate children to make meaning.



At Grove Park high quality texts are selected and used as a stimulus
for fiction and non-fiction writing.



During whole class sessions and interventions children examine and
manipulate key language, vocabulary and syntax whilst exploring
characterisation, themes and genre.



High-quality texts, promoting empathy are used within key stage
assemblies – linking situations and emotions to the children’s own
lives.

English through Literature


Through close reading of the text children understand the rhythmic
patterns of language and sentence structure and then begin to
replicate and capitalise in their own writing.



In each year group children have the opportunity to explore literature
in a range of genres, both fiction and non-fiction.



Adopting a transactional model of reading, we believe each child
brings their own unique interpretations and experiences to a text.



Children are exposed to a range of methods (e.g. drama, role-play,
guided writing) to support them in analysing and interrogating the
text.

Reading: A school focus






To foster a love of reading for pleasure in children across the school
To exploit opportunities for reading across the school day
To be part of a reading festival week exploring books and authors
Children will explore being an author
Building successful reading habits
Reading across the curriculum to enhance foundation subjects

Reading at Grove Park
Reading for pleasure is no longer restricted to the printed word
but increasingly includes online reading, whether on
a website, or via an e-reader such as a Kindle.
Fiction: Novels, short stories, jokes, comics, poetry, lyrics, plays
and scripts

Non-fiction: Reference books, newsletters, letters, emails,
biographies, memoirs, newspapers, magazines, websites
Why read for pleasure?
There are a range of benefits gained from reading for pleasure:
•

it increases sense of achievement, confidence, self-esteem
and self-awareness

•

it widens horizons

•

you can do it anywhere

•

it develops relationships and promotes inclusion and
empathy through sharing opinions and ideas

•

it prevents boredom and promotes relaxation.

How does Grove Park build these skills?
• Grouped reading (whole class)
• Paired Reading (Weekly Reading
buddies)
• Choral / Performance reading (drama
and performing arts)
• Specialised reading interventions
• Subscription to e-books via Scholastic
Reading Pro (Years 2-6)
• Well-stocked library
• Regularly replenished book stock.

How to support reading


Reading lists (via Grove Park Website)



Buddy Reading



Book Reviews



Local Library trip /Author visits / Literature festivals / Bookshops



Book recommendations (amazon basket tip)



http://www.groveparkprimary.co.uk/Reading-Lists/



Read them a book that was your favourite as a child.



Talk about what is happening and what might happen next.



www.booktrust.org.uk
Booktrust is an independent reading and writing charity. It provides
resources and tools to support professionals in helping children and adults
alike to learn and grow in their reading and writing journey.



www.lovereading.co.uk
This website provides a set of online tools to help you decide what you
might read next, including free 10–15-page opening extracts of every one
of their featured books.



www.quickreads.org.uk
Quick Reads are short, exciting books by bestselling writers and celebrities
for adults who are new to reading, have lost the reading habit, or who
prefer a quick read.

Where to look for a book…
Local bookshops – Alligator’s Mouth (Richmond), Oxfam
Bookshop (Turnham Green st.), Fara Books (Teddington) and
many others…
CLIPPA award (Poetry)
Carnegie and Kate Greenaway medal winners

UKLA book awards.

Creative Writing


Story and meaning making permeate the curriculum at Grove Park.
Through bi-weekly extended writing sessions children are able to
develop their narrative voice through engagement in high-quality
picture books and a range of digital and multimodal literature.



Teachers combine exploration of themes, with PHSE and citizenship
aims allowing pupils to enter the lives of fictional characters safely and
to respond to the text in their own unique way.

Grammar


Through authentic texts to provide context.



Experienced through specific written outcomes for purpose.



Explicit teaching that features rules and patterns of language.



Experimentation and investigation, through spotting and sorting.



Engaging, multi-sensory and dynamic activities.

What needs to be taught?

How is Grammar
Taught?

How can you help at home?


Reading – encourage children to spot grammatical features in the texts that they
read.



Question – Discuss the effect that these elements have on a piece of writing and
encourage children to think about why they have been used and the effect that
they have on the reader.



Research – Use the internet and books to develop your understanding of the
grammatical elements in order to support children in securing their own
understanding of the features and rules that they follow.

Spelling


Explicit teaching of the rules and patterns that words
follow.



Investigative word study activities to support children in
hypothesising and forming generalisations.



Teaching a range of strategies to support all learners.



Developing the children’s confidence to ‘have a go’.

What is taught?
 Phonics (sound)
 Onset

and rime

 Letter

strings

(visual)

 Morphology (word structures and morphemes)
 Etymology (Word meaning and origins)

Key Terminology



Phoneme – The smallest unit of sound that can be spoken or heard.



Grapheme – The written representation of a phoneme. (Digraph: two letters forming one sound; trigraph:
three letters forming one sound)



Syllable: The number of beats in a word



Morphology - the study of the structure of words and how this affects spelling and the use of words.



Morphemes – (root word: main part of the word without an affix; suffix: letters added to the end of a word
to change its meaning; prefix: letters added to the start of a word to change its meaning)



Etymology – The study of the meaning and origin of words



Mnemonic – a memory devise used to help remember the letters used to spell a tricky word by using each
letter to form a rhyme . E.g. big elephant cause accidents under small elephants.

What strategies are taught?



Phonics - Segmenting and using knowledge of the best bet rules.



Syllabify.



Understanding the etymology and morphology of words:


An understanding of morphemes and the rules that affixes follow.



Spotting, sorting, deconstructing and constructing words.



Understanding the meaning and origin of words.



Exploring word families to encourage children to use known words in the same word family. This can support them when
the sounds or vowel stresses are changed - magician (magic + ian), residence (residential)



Over articulation of tricky words - Wednesday, children, everybody, vegetable



Mnemonics (because), rhymes (friends) or finding words within words (hear with your ear).



Look, cover, (make), write, check.

How can you help at home?



Reading – encourage children to spot words that follow particular patterns and think of
words that follow similar phonics or spelling patterns.



Research – Use the internet and books to develop your understanding of the spelling rules.



Strategies – Sound (segment and syllabify), Visual, Meaning, Connecting.



Create – encourage children to make posters for home using colour to highlight word
families/ letter strings or mnemonics and pictures for tricky words or homonyms
(through/mouse).



Use – encourage the children to use the words that they have practiced.



Support - spelling for children. Instead, praise their effort and successes and guide them
towards the mistakes.



Games and activities.

Websites and activities to support
children at home.

Any Questions?

